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� The idea behind ‘challenge cup’ was to present 
teams with real or realistic training and test data to 
“create measurable forward progress in [the] field”

� They mined papers from the Flybase database

(FlyBase is a comprehensive database for information on the genetics and 
molecular biology of Drosophila. It includes data from the Drosophila Genome 
Projects and data curated from the literature. FlyBase is a joint project with the 
Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project.)
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expression curation criteria, and for each gene, 
indicate whether the full paper has experimental 
evidence for gene products (mRNA and/or 
protein)
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of the need for curation, the presence of 
experimental  evidence needs a higher ranking. 
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at RGD who have read the article and extracted the specific information of 
interest to RGD which was subsequently loaded into the database. )
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Y/N Paper: 78%  61%  58% 32%
Y/N Products: 67%  47%  35%   8%
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gene. Different patterns.

� A way to combat the structure may be use 
more extensive linguistic structure 
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� Training of the test data in not practical in 
normal circumstances.  

� Nor is requiring golden html. 
� Either transcripts or proteins papers failure 

shows text mining over reliance on simple 
associations. 

� What about the things that should be left in 
that are mined out?
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